hi i'm NASA Kennedy's janet phillips and

i'm taking you inside KSC

[Music]

when nasa's test spacecraft goes on the

hunt for exoplanets it's going to need

all the power it can get from its solar

arrays that's why the test processing

team recently deployed the arrays in

Kennedy's payload hazardous servicing

facility to ensure they will be able to

open correctly once the spacecraft

reaches orbit test stands for transiting

exoplanet survey satellite and it will

spend two years searching for exoplanets
orbiting some of the brightest stars in our sky it's slated to launch this April aboard a space X Falcon 9 rocket management of the launch service for tests is the responsibility of NASA's launch services program based here at Kennedy a large handmade quilt honoring space shuttle Columbia and the seven-member crew of sts-133 lated to that mission the 10 by 16 foot quilt was officially transferred to Kennedy Space Center's Columbia preservation room located in the Vehicle Assembly Building the quilt was created by Katherine Walsh
a lifelong fan of NASA and the space program originally from and remember spaceport magazine digs deeper inside KSC